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Bell’s theorem states that some predictions of quantum mechanics cannot be reproduced by a local-
realist theory. That conflict is expressed by Bell’s inequality, which is usually derived under the assumption
that there are no statistical correlations between the choices of measurement settings and anything else that
can causally affect the measurement outcomes. In previous experiments, this “freedom of choice” was
addressed by ensuring that selection of measurement settings via conventional “quantum random number
generators” was spacelike separated from the entangled particle creation. This, however, left open the
possibility that an unknown cause affected both the setting choices and measurement outcomes as recently
as mere microseconds before each experimental trial. Here we report on a new experimental test of Bell’s
inequality that, for the first time, uses distant astronomical sources as “cosmic setting generators.” In our
tests with polarization-entangled photons, measurement settings were chosen using real-time observations
of Milky Way stars while simultaneously ensuring locality. Assuming fair sampling for all detected
photons, and that each stellar photon’s color was set at emission, we observe statistically significant≳7.31σ
and ≳11.93σ violations of Bell’s inequality with estimated p values of ≲1.8 × 10−13 and ≲4.0 × 10−33,
respectively, thereby pushing back by ∼600 years the most recent time by which any local-realist
influences could have engineered the observed Bell violation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.060401
In this Letter, we report on a new experimental test of
Bell’s inequality that, for the first time, uses distant
astronomical sources to choose measurement settings.
This is the first in a series of “cosmic Bell tests” that will
use progressively more distant sources, ultimately pushing
the measurement settings’ origin to greater and greater
cosmological distances [1].
Background.—Scientists have struggled with the alleged
incompatibility of quantum entanglement and our everyday
intuitions about the physical world since the seminal paper
by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) in 1935 [2]. EPR
concluded that the description of reality given by the
quantum-mechanical wave function is incomplete because
it is incompatible with the concepts of locality (no physical
influences can travel faster than the speed of light in
vacuum) and realism (objects possess complete sets of
properties on their own, prior to measurement). A well-
known “tool” to experimentally distinguish between the
quantum predictions and local-realist alternatives of the sort
envisaged by EPR is provided by the famous inequality
derived by John Bell in 1964 [3]. Assuming locality and
realism, Bell’s inequality limits the degree to which
measurement outcomes on pairs of distant systems may
be correlated, if the measurements of one system are carried
out with only limited information about the other. By
contrast, measurements on entangled particle pairs in the
quantum singlet state, for example, are predicted to violate
Bell’s inequality. Beginning with Ref. [4], essentially all
significant experimental Bell tests to date have supported
the quantum-mechanical predictions.
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However, the conclusions of any experiment arevalid only
given certain assumptions, theviolation ofwhich leaves open
“loopholes,” whereby a local-realist description of nature
could still be compatible with the experimental results. (For
extensive reviews of Bell-test loopholes, see Refs. [5–7].)
For example, the locality loophole concerns whether any
information about one side’s measurement setting or meas-
urement outcome could have been communicated (at or
below the speed of light) to the other side prior to its
measurement. This loophole has been closed by spacelike
separating measurement-setting choices on each side from
the other side’s measurement outcomes [8,9]. The fair-
sampling loophole [10] concerns whether the set of
entangled particles detected on both sides was representative
of all emitted pairs rather than a biased subensemble, and has
recently been closed by ensuring a sufficient total fraction of
detected pairs [11–16]. Even more recently, several cutting-
edge experiments have demonstrated violations of Bell’s
inequality while closing both the locality and fair-sampling
loopholes simultaneously [17–21].
A third major loophole, known variously as the
freedom-of-choice, measurement-independence, or setting-
independence loophole [22–25], concerns the choice of
measurement settings. In particular, the derivation of Bell’s
inequality explicitly assumes that there is no statistical
correlation between the choices of measurement settings
and anything else that causally affects both measurement
outcomes. Bell himself observed forty years ago that,
“It has been assumed that the settings of instruments
are in some sense free variables—say at the whim of
experimenters—or in any case not determined in the
overlap of the backward light cones” [22]. Recent theo-
retical work has demonstrated that models that relax this
assumption, allowing for a modest correlation between the
joint measurement settings and any causal influence on the
measurement outcomes, can reproduce the quantum corre-
lations [26–36]. (See also Ref. [37] on some subtleties of
addressing the freedom-of-choice loophole.)
Even if nature does not exploit this loophole, testing it
experimentally (e.g., Refs. [38,39]) has significant practical
relevance for device-independent quantum key distribution
[40–42] as well as random-number generation and random-
ness expansion [32,43,44]. In particular, a sophisticated
adversary could undermine a variety of quantum informa-
tion schemes by utilizing the freedom-of-choice loophole
[26,30,36].
To the extent that recent experiments have addressed
freedom of choice, they have adopted the additional, strong
assumption that the relevant causal influences (or “hidden
variables”) originate together with the entangled particles
and hence cannot influence setting choices in spacelike
separated regions [18,19,38], or assumed that the setting-
generation process is completely independent of its past
[17,20,21]. Yet nowhere in the derivation of Bell’s inequal-
ity does the formalism make any stipulation about where or
when such hidden variables could be created or become
relevant. In fact, as Bell himself emphasized [22,24] (see
also Refs. [1,32]), they could be associated with any events
within the experiment’s past light cone [45]. Thus, in
principle, the possibility exists that the purportedly random
setting choices in previous experiments could have been
influenced by some unknown cause in their past, exploiting
the freedom-of-choice loophole through events as recent as
a few microseconds before the measurements [48].
Here we report on an experimental Bell test with
polarization entangled photons that, assuming fair sam-
pling, significantly constrains the space-time region from
which any such unknown, causal influences could have
affected both the measurement settings and outcomes.
While simultaneously closing the locality loophole, meas-
urement settings are determined by “cosmic setting gen-
erators,” using the color of photons detected during
real-time astronomical observations of distant stars. We
observed Bell violations with high statistical significance
and thus conclude that any hidden causal influences that
could have exploited the freedom-of-choice loophole
would have to have originated from remote space-time
events at least several hundred years ago, at locations
seemingly unrelated to the entangled-pair creation.
Compared to previous experiments, this pushes back by
∼16 orders of magnitude the most recent time by which any
local-realist influences could have engineered the observed
correlations.
The idea to address freedom of choice by using distant
astronomical sources to choose Bell-test measurement
settings was already discussed as far back as the 1976
Erice meeting organized by John Bell and Bernard
d’Espagnat [49]. While others have also briefly noted this
basic premise [38,50,51], this work is the first to implement
it experimentally, building on a detailed feasibility
study [1].
Experimental implementation.—Figure 1 shows our
three experimental sites across Vienna. A central entangled
photon source Swas located in a laboratory on the 4th floor
of the Institute for Quantum Optics and Quantum
Information (IQOQI) and the two observers, Alice (A)
and Bob (B), were situated on the 9th floor of the Austrian
National Bank (OENB) and on the 5th floor of the
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences
(BOKU), respectively.
The entangled photon source is based on a Sagnac
interferometer [52,53] generating polarization-entangled
photon pairs in the maximally entangled singlet state
jΨ−i ¼ ð1= ﬃﬃﬃ2p ÞðjHAVBi − jVAHBiÞ. Using single-mode
fibers, each entangled photon was guided to an entangled
photon transmitting telescope (Tx-EP) located at the roof-
top of IQOQI, which sent the photons via free-space
quantum channels to Alice and Bob, respectively.
Measurement stations for Alice and Bob each featured
an entangled photon receiving telescope (Rx-EP), a polari-
zation analyzer (POL), stellar photon receiving telescope




(Rx-SP), a setting reader (SR) and a control and data
acquisition unit (CaDA). The entangled photons were
collected with the Rx-EP and guided to the polarization
analyzer where an electro-optical modulator (EOM)
allowed for fast switching between complementary meas-
urement bases. This was followed by a polarizing beam
splitter with a single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD)
detector in each output port.
The Rx-SPs collected stellar photons, which were guided
by multimode fibers to setting readers, where dichroic
mirrors with ∼700 nm cutoffs split them into “blue” and
“red” arms, each fed to a SPAD. An FPGA board processed
the SPAD signals to electronically implement the corre-
sponding EOM measurement setting. Every detector click
in a red or blue arm induced a measurement in the
following linear polarization bases for Alice: 45°=135°
(blue) and 0°=90° (red), and Bob: 22.5°=112.5° (blue)
and −22.5°=67.5° (red), respectively. Finally, using a
GPS-disciplined clock, all SPAD detections from the
polarization analyzer and the setting reader were time
stamped by the FPGA board and recorded by a computer.
We specifically use photon color to implement meas-
urement settings under the assumption that the wavelength
of the photon emitted from the star was determined at the
time of emission and unaltered since. Astrophysical moti-
vations for this assumption include the absence of any
known mechanism that preferentially reradiates photons at
a different wavelength along our line of sight; any such
process would violate the conservation of energy and
momentum. In addition, the effects of wavelength-depen-
dent attenuation by the interstellar medium are negligible
for Milky Way stars within a few thousand light years
(ly) [54–56]. By contrast, significant attenuation from the
Earth’s atmosphere (38%–45% loss) as well as from
the experimental setup (59%–61% loss) is unavoidable
(see the Supplemental Material [57]). Thus, our approach
requires the assumption that this represents a fair sample of
the celestial emissions.
FIG. 1. (a) The three experimental stations and related acronyms are described in the main text. Stellar photon receiving
telescopes (Rx-SP) with primary mirror diameters of 0.2032 m (Meade 8-inch LX200 ACF, f ¼ 2 m) and 0.254 m (Meade
10-inch LX600 ACF, f ¼ 2.032 m) were used by Alice and Bob, respectively, although the telescope apertures were each partially
covered to limit sky noise. Diameters and focal lengths of the quantum channel telescopes are Alice (Tx-EP: d ¼ 50.8,
f ¼ 100 mm; Rx-EP: d ¼ 80, f ¼ 400 mm) and Bob (Tx-EP: d ¼ 70, f ¼ 280 mm; Rx-EP: d ¼ 140, f ¼ 420 mm). Latitude,
longitude, and elevation for the three experimental sites are Alice (A: 48.21645°, 16.354311°, 215.0 m), Bob (B: 48.23160°,
16.3579553°, 200.0 m), and the Source (S: 48.221311°, 16.356439°, 205.0 m). (b) and (c) For experimental run 1, the setup
deviated from the ideal, colinear 1D case by the angles displayed. Site coordinates yield α ≈ 180° and β ≈ 169° for both runs.
See Table I for the azimuth (az) and altitude (alt) of each star observed during each experimental run. (3D graphics taken from
Google Earth, 2016.)




Two other major effects must be considered to account
for SPAD detections which do not represent stellar photons
with correctly identified colors. First, local sources of
noise, including sky glow, light pollution, and dark counts
determine between 1% and 5% of the settings, as measured
by looking at a dark patch of sky next to each star. Only a
tenth of these are detector dark counts. In addition, due to
imperfect dichroic mirrors, a certain fraction of detected
stellar photons will be assigned the wrong setting. Hence,
to precisely quantify the full optical path of our settings
implementation method, we measured transmission and
reflection spectra for the dichroic mirrors, and multiplied
this by the spectra of the stars, atmospheric transmission
[61], reflection and transmission of optical elements, and
the SPAD detector response. Conservative estimates of the
fraction of incorrectly determined measurement settings
range from fw ≈ 1.4%–2.0%, depending on the stellar
spectrum and red and blue output port (see the
Supplemental Material [57]).
Space-time arrangement.—Ensuring locality requires
that any information leaving Alice’s star along with her
setting-determining stellar photon and traveling at the
speed of light could not have reached Bob before his
measurement of the entangled photon is completed, and
vice versa. This also achieves a necessary condition for
freedom of choice.
The projected ð1þ 1ÞD space-time diagram in Fig. 2
shows run 1 of our experiment. Entangled photons are
generated at point S, which coincides with the origin.
After local fiber transmission to the transmitting telescopes,
which takes a time of τfiber ≈ 180 ns, they are sent via
free-space channels to Alice at a projected distance of
xA ¼ 557 m and to Bob at xB ¼ 1149 m and measured at
events A and B, respectively. Settings are determined far
away at the stellar emission events A⋆ and B⋆, respectively.
To close the locality loophole, entangled photon detections
cannot be accepted outside a certain (maximal) time interval
τkvalid (k ¼ fA; Bg) after the detection of a stellar photon,
which, in general, must be chosen such that the correspond-
ing setting is still space-like separated from themeasurement
on the other side.
The time-dependent locations of the stars on the sky
relative to our ground-based experimental sites make
τkvalidðtÞ time-dependent parameters. However, since our
Rx-SPs pointed out of windows, resulting in highly
restrictive azimuth and altitude limits for the star selection,
τkvalidðtÞ did not change significantly during the 3 min of
measurement for each experimental run. Consequently,
using spatial site coordinates from Fig. 1 and the star’s
celestial coordinates (see the Supplemental Material [57]),
τkvalid ¼ mintfτkvalidðtÞg was calculated as 2.55 μs for Alice
and 6.93 μs for Bob for run 1 (see Table I).
The final time-window τkused was chosen to be as large as
possible (see Fig. 2),while also subtracting the time it takes to
implement a setting (τset ≈ 170 ns) and to ensure optimal
operation of the EOM (e.g., by minimizing piezoelectric
ringing). The latter required subtracting safety buffers of
τAbuffer ¼ 0.38 μs for Alice and τBbuffer ¼ 1.76 μs for Bob,
FIG. 2. ð1þ 1ÞD space-time diagram for run 1, with the origin
at the entangled pair creation (black dot) and a spatial projection
axis chosen to minimize its distance to Alice and Bob. After a
fiber delay (thick black line), entangled photons are sent via free-
space channels (thin black lines) to be measured by Alice and
Bob at events A and B. Blue and red stars indicate example valid
settings from measuring stellar photons emitted far away at
space-time events A⋆ and B⋆ (see Fig. 3). Ensuring locality limits
valid settings to the shaded regions. Delays to implement each
setting and an added safety buffer shorten the validity time
windows actually used to the darker shaded regions.
TABLE I. For Alice and Bob’s side (k ¼ fA; Bg), we list Hipparcos ID numbers, azimuth (azk) (clockwise from due north) and
altitude (altk) above horizon during the observation, and parallax distances (dk) with errors (σdk ) for stars observed during runs 1 and 2,
which began at UTC 2016-04-21 21∶23∶00 and 2016-04-22 00∶49∶00, respectively, each lasting 179 s. τ¯kvalid is the minimum time that
detector settings are valid while the star on side k remained visible during each run, before subtracting delays and safety margins (see
Fig. 2). The last 3 columns show the measured CHSH parameter for runs 1 and 2, as well as the p value and the number of standard
deviations ν by which our local-realist model can be rejected (see the Supplemental Material [57]).
Run Side HIP ID az∘k alt∘k dk  σdk [ly] τ¯kvalid[μs] Sexp p-value ν
1 A 56127 199 37 604 35 2.55 2.43 1.8 × 10−13 7.3
B 105259A 25 24 1930 605 6.93
2 A 80620 171 34 577 40 2.58 2.50 4.0 × 10−33 11.9
B 2876 25 26 3624 1370 6.85




which easily accounted for the delay of stellar photons due to
the index of refraction of the atmosphere (τatm ≈ 18 ns) [62],
and any small inaccuracies in timing or the distances
between the experimental stations (see the Supplemental
Material [57]).
In Fig. 2, stellar photons arriving parallel to the arrows in
the blue and red shaded space-time regions (corresponding to
the time intervals τkvalid) provide valid basis settings, ensuring
spacelike separation for all relevant events. The darker
shading corresponds to regions actually used in run 1, with
τAused ¼ 2 μs and τBused ¼ 5 μs. In run 1, the fractions of time
with valid settings for Alice andBobwere 24.9%and 40.6%,
respectively, while in run 2 they were 22.0% and 44.6%,
respectively. Duty cycles for each observer differ primarily
due to different values of τkused and different count rates for
each star (see the Supplemental Material [57]).
We preselected candidate stars within the highly restric-
tive azimuth and altitude limits of the stellar photon
receiving telescopes from the Hipparcos catalogue
[63,64] with parallax distances greater than 500 ly, distance
errors less than 50% and HipparcosHp magnitude between
5 and 9. Combined with the geometric configuration of the
sites, selection of these stars ensured sufficient setting
validity times on both sides during each experimental run
of 179 s. To ensure a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio,
we chose ∼5–6 magnitude stars (see the Supplemental
Material [57]). Note that to avoid detector saturation, parts
of the entrance aperture of the Rx-SPs had to be covered.
Figure 3 shows a ð2þ 1ÞD space-time diagram for the
stellar emission events from run 1. Events associated with
relevant hidden variables could lie within the past light
cones of stellar emission events A⋆ or B⋆, the most recent of
which originated 604 35 years ago, accounting for par-
allax distance errors arising primarily from the angular
resolution limits of the Hipparcos mission [63,64].
Analysis and results.—We performed two cosmic Bell
tests, each lasting 179 seconds. In runs 1 and 2, Alice
and Bob’s settings were chosen with photons from
Hipparcos stars in Table I. To analyze the data, we make
the assumptions of fair sampling and fair coincidences [65].
Thus, all data can be postselected to include coincidence
events between Alice’s and Bob’s measurement stations.
We correct for GPS clock drift as in Ref. [66] and identify
coincidences within a 2.5 ns time window.
We then analyze correlations between measurement
outcomes A; B ∈ fþ1;−1g for particular setting choices
ðai; bjÞ, i; j ∈ f1; 2g using the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-
Holt (CHSH) inequality [67]:
S≡ jE11 þ E12 þ E21 − E22j ≤ 2; ð1Þ
where Eij ¼ 2pðA ¼ BjaibjÞ − 1 and pðA ¼ BjaibjÞ is the
probability that Alice and Bob measure the same outcome
given joint settings ðai; bjÞ. While the local-realist bound is




, and the logical (algebraic)
bound is 4. Our run 1 data yield Sexp ¼ 2.425, while for run
2, we observe Sexp ¼ 2.502. Both runs therefore violate the
corresponding local-realist bound. See Fig. 4 and Table I.
Our analysis must further consider that some experi-
mental trials will have “corrupt” settings triggered not by
genuine stellar photons, but by atmospheric airglow,
thermal dark counts, errant dichroic mirror reflections, or
other noise in our detectors. Since these events originate
very recently in the experiments’ past light cone, settings
chosen with them are no better (and no worse) than settings
chosen with conventional random number generators.
To constrain the fraction of experimental runs we can
tolerate in which either or both sides were triggered by a
corrupt event, we conservatively assume that any such
events can produce maximal CHSH correlations (S ¼ 4)
[68], whereas settings triggered by correctly identified
stellar photons are assumed to obey local realism
FIG. 3. ð2þ 1ÞD space-time diagram for run 1 with past light
cones for stellar emission events A⋆ and B⋆. Two spatial
dimensions are shown (x-y plane) with the third suppressed.
The stellar pair’s angular separation on the sky is the angle
between the red and blue vectors. Our data rule out local-realist
models with hidden variables in the gray space-time region. We
do not rule out models with hidden variables in the past light
cones for events A⋆ (blue), B⋆ (red), or their overlap (purple).















FIG. 4. For run 1, bars show the correlation Eij for each joint
setting combination ðai; bjÞ. CHSH terms are displayed with
negative signs (red) and a positive sign (green), showing that our
data violate the local-realist bound (dashed line, S ¼ 2). The jEijj
values are unequal due to limited state visibility and imperfect
alignment of the polarization measurement bases.




(S ≤ 2). An optimally efficient local hidden-variable model
would only need to use individual corrupt photons on a
single side to achieve S ¼ 4, without needing to “waste”
simultaneous corruptions or events in which changing the
path of a stellar photon through the setting reader is
unnecessary. We, therefore, use this maximally conservative
model as our null hypothesis.
To calculate the statistical significance of our results, we
account for background events and errant dichroic mirror
reflections as well as differences in the measured total and
noise rates for the red or blue dichroic ports on each side,
which yield unequal (biased) frequencies for various
combinations of detector settings aibj. Moreover, whereas
we assume fair sampling (for both entangled and stellar
photon detections) and fair coincidences for entangled
photons [65], we adopt the conservative assumption that
the local hidden-variable model could retain memory of
settings and outcomes of previous trials [69–71]. As
detailed in the Supplemental Material [57], we find that
the measured fractions of corrupt coincidences are suffi-
ciently low that the probability that a local hidden-variable
model could explain the observed violations of Bell’s
inequality is p ≤ 1.78 × 10−13 for experimental run 1,
and p ≤ 3.96 × 10−33 for run 2. These correspond to
experimental violations of the CHSH bound by at least
7.31 and 11.93 standard deviations, respectively.
Conclusions.—For both runs, we assume fair sampling,
close the locality loophole and, for the first time, explicitly
constrain freedom of choice with astronomically chosen
settings, relegating any local-realist models to have acted
no more recently than 604 35 and 577 40 years ago,
for runs 1 and 2, respectively. Therefore, any hidden-
variable mechanism exploiting the freedom-of-choice loop-
hole would need to have been enacted prior to Gutenberg’s
invention of the printing press, which itself predates the
publication of Newton’s Principia by two and a half
centuries. While a Bell test like ours only constrains a
local-realist mechanism to have acted no later than the most
recent of the astronomical emission events, we note that
any process that requires both emission events to have been
influenced by the same common cause would be relegated
to even earlier times, to when the past light cones from
each emission event intersected 2409 598 and 4040
1363 years ago, for runs 1 and 2, respectively [72].
This work thus represents the first experiment to dra-
matically limit the space-time region in which hidden
variables could be relevant, paving the way for future
ground- and space-based tests with distant galaxies, qua-
sars, patches of the cosmic microwave background (CMB),
or other more exotic sources such as neutrinos and
gravitational waves. Such tests could progressively push
any viable hidden-variable models further back into deep
cosmic history [1], billions of years in the case of quasars,
back to the early universe in the case of the CMB, or even,
in the case of primordial gravitational waves, further back
to any period of inflation preceding the conventional big
bang model [73–77].
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